
5o7 BCE are often seen as a radical movc, which swept
away the old and subordinated cult to politics. In fact,
the reforms are marked by the creation of new group
identities expressed through the medium of religion.
Leaving the four old Ionic tribes untouched, Cleisthenes

cÍeated ten new tribes, which were sânctioned by the
Delphic Oracle. And again leaving the old brotherhoods
(phratries) untouched, he reorganized villages (demes)

as the basic unit of the state, and they celebrated their
own cycles of festivals and sacriÊces. Aristotle in his Pol-
itics deríved from this case and the establishment of de-

mocrâcy ât Cyrene a general proposition about the steps

which can usefully be taken in establishing democracy:
"New tribes and brotherhoods should be established,
more numerous than the old, and ceremonies held at
private shrines should be concentrated on a few public
ones; and in general one must fix things so that there is

as much social intercourse as possible and a breakup of
former ties" (r3ryb4-28). Political and religious
change might be expected to go hand in hand.

Equall¡ religious innovation was at least notionally
the responsibility of the stâte. Foreigners living in Ath-
ens who wished to establish shrines to their ancestral
gods needed to obtain permission from the assembly.
Merchants from Kition on Cyprus were granted permis-
sionin 173 BCE to creâte a sanctuary to Aphrodite (born
in Kition), on the analogy of permission granted previ-
ously to merchants from Egypt for a sanctuary of Isis.
As foreigners, who normally could not own land in
Attica, they needed a special right to own land on which
they could then build the sanctuary. But only very ex-
ceptionally did the creâtion of such new sanctuaries af-
fect the state cults. The one exception in Athens is the
cult of Thracian Bendis, In the 5th century, the Athe-
nians gave permission to Thracians for a sanctuary in
the Piraeus for their ancestral deity and subsequently
(perhaps following consultation of the oracle oÍ Zeas at
Dodona) transformed the cult into a state cult: it was
paid for by the Treasurers of the Other Gods (i.e., trea-
surers of the gods other than Athena), and the nocturnal
torch race in the festival became a notable event (im-
mortalized in the opening of Plato's Republic). The pub-
lic adoption of this cult, sometimes seen as a sign of reli-
gious deca¡ in fact remained almost unique at Athens.
The ancestral religious system, under the authority of
the state, remained very stable throughout antiquity.

Oracles. Outside the polis, the most obvious religious
authorities were oracles, which at times played major
political roles. The Delphic Oracle is the one that has at-
tracted the most scholarly attention, in part because of
its centrality to Herodotus's history of the Greek world
down to the early 5th century BcE. Herodotus's narra-
tive represents it as perfectly normal for states to consult
Delphi on political issues. It was so usual to consult an
oracle about founding a new city that Herodotus was
not surprised that, when someone (a Spartan, Dorieus)
omitted to consult Delphi the first time, the mission
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failed and that, when he went beyond what Delphi had
told him the second time, he lost his life (5.42-451.

There is an evidential problem with the political en-
quiries of oracles in Herodotus: the enquiries by stâtes

securely attested in epigraphic documents are all on reli-
gious matters, and as some of the Herodotean political
enquiries are certainly later fabrications, it could be ar-
gued that they all are. But such skepticism is excessive,
and one key enquiry in Herodotus is surely to be ac-
cepted. \lhen in 48r nct the Athenians were undecided
what to do about the threat of Persian attack they con-
sulted the Delphic Oracle (7:4o-441. The first oracle
that the envoys received seemed too bleak (advising
them, like other Greeks, to flee from the Persians and
cfeate a new city elsewhere). The envoys then managed
to get a second consultation and received a second ora-
cle that was seemingly less bleak, but also somewhat
mysterious (a wooden wall would protect the Athe-
nians, and divine Salamis would bring death to women's
sons). The key point is that the envoys then presented

this oracle to the Athenian assembl¡ where a major de-
bate occurred as to the meaning of the wooden wall and
divine Salamis. This public event has as much claim to
historicity âs any event in Herodotusb work, and it
therefore authenticâtes the general câtegory of archaic
political enquiries of oracles (see further Divination and
Prophecy).

After the Persian'Wars, despite the Greek victory (at
Salamis) being considered to have been dependent on
the successful interpretation of this oracle, the Athe-
nians did not again consult an oracle on a simply politi-
cal matter. This was not because (as has been claimed)
the Greeks lost faith in Delphi because of its alleged sid-
ing with Persia in the conflict or because of a general

loss of faith in oracular authority. After all, the first item
in a peace treaty between the Athenians and the Spar-
tans in 4zr r,CE included the provision that people
should be able to seek oracular advice from the Panhel-
lenic shrines without let or hindrance and that Delphi
should be âutonomous (Thucydides 5.r8.2). And other
states did continue to consult oracles on political mat-
ters. Sparta consulted Delphi in 4jzr'cu as to whether it
should go to war with Athens (Thucydides r.rr8), and
in the 4th century the Chalcidians made an enquiry as to
whether they should make an alliance with their mighty
neighbor Philip II of Macedon (Tod 1948: no. r58; Har-
ding 1985: no. 67). What changed, at least for some
stâtes, was the nature of their political institutions.
States such as democratic Athens, which had powerful
political institutions that could reach decisions within
the state even on very controversial matters, had no
need to seek external advice from an oracle.

The role of the polis and its cults in the Hellenistic
and Roman periods shows the continuing vitality of
civic cults and the value of the polis model. The old
scholarly view of civic cults, as of the polis itself, in these
periods was of decline and loss of meaning. In the face
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Achaemenid traditions. All that changes with the rise of
the Sasanid state.

lühen Ardashir established the Sasanid Dynasty
around zz4 cr-, he followed a deliberate ideological pro-
gram which, emphasizing his revival of the Achaemenid
heritage, promoted the distinctively Iranian nature of
the state and the civilization that it embraced. Symbolic
of the disavowal of non-Iranian influences was the

demonization of Alexander "the Roman," who was

blamed especially for the disorganization of the Zoroas-
trian religion. Concrete wâs the enfranchisement of the
Zoroastrian (i.e., magian) priesthood and the establish-

ment of the Zoroastrian church as the âuthority in all
religious matters. Under his chief priest Tansar (or

Tosar), a major attempt was made to compile ân ortho-
dox canon. But, it was not until the reign of his son

Shapur (z4o-72\ that the power of the Zoroastrian
clergy truly asserted itself. The chief priest named

Kirder, who had begun his career under Ardashir, be-

came engaged in a power struggle for the loyalty of the

king with the charismatic prophet Mani, the founder of
Manicheanism. In the end, the priest was triumphant
over prophet; and, even though Manicheanism exer-

cised a wide influence in late ântiquity from Rome to
China, it was never allowed to prosper in the Iranian
heartland. Kirder's unprecedented power is heralded in
a series of his inscriptions, unprecedented since inscrip-
tions were otherwise the prerogative of rulers. In the in-
scriptions Kirder established his âuthority in religious
mâtters by recounting a marvelous journey to the

otherworld in which reports are brought to him of para-

dise and hell. His ascendance and tenure as supreme ec-

clesiastical authority "ât court... in all the land" is

chronicled through the reigns of four emperors, culmi-
nating in the reign of Bahram Il (276-y), under whom

Jews, Buddhists, Hindus, Nazareâns, Christians, Bap-

tists, and Manicheans were being persecuted.
The Sasanids always insisted on the inseparabiliry of

religion and the state. \lhereas the Achaemenids wished
only to publicize their divine mandate to rule, the

Sasanids claimed some sort of divine lineage by using

the expression from the seed of tbe gods (az cihr I
yazdan). Monumental sculptural scenes show the inves-

titure of several emperors by the deities Ohrmazd and
Anahita. In keeping with the general Zoroastrian theol-
ogy of a cosmic dualistic struggle between Truth and the

Lie, the king was held up as the one locus of the

religiopolitical power necessary to accomplish the de-

feat oÍ Ahriman. As the Denkard puts it: "The thing
against which the Destructive Spirit struggles most vio-
lently is the coming together in full force of the glory

fxwanabl of kingship and the Good Religion in one per-

son, because such a conjunction must destroy him" (M
rz9). llhile there are many reâsons for the rapid eclipse

of Zoroastrianism by Islam, this conception of power
residing in the fusion of religion and kingship in the con-

crete person of the king resulted in a theological vâcuum

that could not be filled after the death of Yazdagird III,
the last king of kings.
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Greece

Polis religion. The categories "religion" and "politics"
are both inevitable and problematic. Any modern analy-
sis must engage with modern categories, but it must at
the same time recognize that they are rooted in contexts

very different from those o{ ancient Greece. In particu-
lar, the assumption that religion is a differentiated insti-
tution that can have a process of interaction with politi
cal institutions-in the wây the Christian church
interacts with the secular state-is not valid for ancient
Greece. The dominant current model for understanding
Greek religion, the polis model, is ân attempt to escâpe

the misleading implications of the categories. It defines

the principal context for Greek religious life as the polis
(ciry-state), which had the authority to establish and run
religious systems that organized the relationships be-

tween humans and gods (in some sense it could be said

that the polis played the role played in Christianiry by

the church). The polis had the ultimate âuthority over

all religious matters. Religious items were tâken first ât
two of the four monthly meetings of the assembly. It fol-
lowed that speakers in the assembly needed to be

trained in religious mâtters: a 4th-century rhetorical
handbook describes as the first of its seven types of pub-
lic speeches those on sacred rites (pseudo-Aristotle,
Rh etoric to Alexander 7 t 4z3azo-r 424a8),

At a more general level, the religious code of dis-

course was dominant in the Athenian assembly: speak-

ers on a wide range of topics assumed that the gods were

benevolent toward the ciry. Demosthenes, in urging
Athenian action against Philip of Macedon, opens his

Second Olynthiac: "There âre many signs of the good-

will of the gods to our cit¡ and not least the present sit-

uation." It was not the case that politics, even in demo-

crâtic Athens, had become a wholly secular matter, a

dif{erentiated system with no relationship to religion.
The state was the formal organizer of collective religious
life and at the same time ultimately dependent on the
good will of the gods.

A consequence of this relationship between politics
and religion is that political change might entail reli-
gious change. The democratic reforms of Cleisthenes in
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originally ruled by kings, who must have played a lead-
ing role in public religion; many scholars have argued

that a key element in the development of the republic
wâs the transfer of religious âuthority from the king to
public priests. But since the evidence for this process is

both meager and late, âny âccount of it must be highly
speculative.

We are on firmer ground when we reach the Roman

Republic of the late 3rd and znd centuries BcE. In this
period, religious power meânt essentially the ability to
make authoritative decisions about relations between
the community and the divine world and was rather
widely diffused among the political elite. Although tra-
ditional religious knowledge was in the hands of public
priests, they did not exercise their authority single-
handedly or even, in many cases, directly. The annual
magistrates were the ones who actually took the aus-

pices, dedicated temples, and made and fulfilled public
vows; the priests were generally responsible only for en-

suring that they performed these rituals correctly. Like-
wise, it wâs the senate thât normally made important
decisions concerning relations with the gods, such as es-

tablishing a new cult or performing expiations. More-
over, the priests themselves were normally also senators

and magistrates.
As a result, there was in Rome no signiÊcant distinc-

tion between religious and secular authority. Although it
was not a theocrâcy, the ties between religion and poli-
tics were so close and complex that for all practical pur-
poses the rwo formed an almost seamless whole. The
same group of men from the social and economic elite
had responsibility for all public affairs, whether these

concerned the human sphere only or the divine sphere as

well. Moreover, they conducted all their business, "secu-
lar" as well as "religious," within what we might de-

scribe as a sacred framework. For example, the senate

could meet only in a templum, a space that had been

marked out by augurâl ritual. Similarl¡ it was necessary

to take the auspices and obtain signs o{ the gods' ap-
proval before all meetings of the public assemblies, in-
cluding those for the election of magistrates and the
passing of laws. On a fundamental level, then, all public
affairs in republican Rome were bounded by religious
rules.

The intersection of religion and politics was as close

in the military sphere as in the civil. The declaration o{
war and the striking of treaties involved specific rituals,
and there was an entire college of priests, the fetiales,
whose role wâs to ensure their correct performance;
these rituals were necessary for a war to be regarded as a

iustum bellum (just war), Religious observances also

had a role in the actual conduct of war: not only the
usual rituals such as sacrifices and the taking of aus-

pices, but also the distinctive ritual of the euocatio, in
which the Roman general would summon the gods of
the enemy to abandon their people in exchange for a

cult in Rome. The vows of generals, to Roman as well as

foreign deities, were responsible for many new cults
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during the republican period. Lastl¡ a victorious gen-

eral could be granted the honor of a triumph, in which
the general (in a guise close to that ofJupiçer), his arm¡
and the câptives and spoils of the war made an elaborate
procession from the city walls to the Capitol.

In such a context it is not surprising that there were
many situations in which religious considerations had a

direct impact on political life. It was possible, for exam-
ple, for a presiding magistrate to declare that the aus-

pices were negative and so postpone an assembly; it
was likewise possible for an augur to declare that the
magistrate had not performed the ritual correctly and
that any decisions made in the assembly were accord-
ingly invalid. Religious personnel called pontifices and
quindecimuiri could also influence political affairs
through their authority over public rituals. 'lfe know
many specific cases of such actions, particulârly in the
ïst century sce. For example, in 56 ecn, the consul
Lentulus Marcellinus removed all the avatlable dies

comitiales, that is, days on which public assemblies

could take place, by ordering the repetition of a maior
public festival, presumably because the ¡tontifices had,

identified a flaw in its initial performance; Cicero com-
mends him for thereby placing an obstacle in the way of
those who were proposing some "highly pernicious"
legislation (Letters to His Brother Quintus 2.4.4-5).In
the same year, amid intense political debate over pro-
posals to restore the exiled king of Egypt, the
quindecimuiri discovered an oracle in the Sibylline
Books to the effect that "the king of Egypt should not be

supported with a multitude" and so thwarted those who
were scheming for this plum opportunity (Cassius Dio,
Roman History 39.15-16). In 55 ncr, when Pompey
was presiding over the elections, the initial vote went to
one of his political enemies; Pompey thereupon an-
nounced that the auspices were unâcceptable and dis-
solved the assembly (Plutarch, Cato tbe Younger 4z).

Earlier scholarship tended to decry such stories as ex-
amples of an illegitimate manipulation of religion and as

evidence that the Roman religious tradition had by the
rst century BCE lost all true religious significance and
become a hollow political tool. But such objections pre-
suppose a distinction between the religious and political
spheres that does not seem ever to have existed in Rome.
Although there was certainly debate over the legitimacy
of particular maneuvers, and although some individuals
were appârently quite cynical in their use of religious
tactics, no one seems to have regarded the system as a

whole as moribund or hopelessly corrupt.
More important in the long run was the gradual de-

velopment of a different sort of religious authoriry, one
based less on traditional public institutions than on indi-
vidual claims to privileged relationships with the divine.
lle can see traces of this already in the late 3rd century
BCe, when Scipio Africanus is said to have regularly vis-
ited the temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus before
dawn, as if consulting the god on the affairs of Rome
(Livy, History of Rome z6t9).In the last century BCE,
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of the great Hellenistic kingdoms and the Roman Em-
pire, the polis was no longer an appropriate framework
for human life. This view has now been largely aban-
doned in favor of one that stresses the ongoing sig-

nificance of cities and their religious lives throughout
this period. So, for example, the city of Ephesus in the

znd century cl placed enormous emphasis on the cult of
Artemis, born at Ephesus. A civic decree began as fol-
lows: "The goddess Artemis, presiding over our citS is
honored not only in her native ciry which she has made

more famous than all other cities through her own di-
vinit¡ but also by Greeks and barbarians, so thât ev-

erywhere sanctuaries and precincts a¡e consecrated for
her, temples are dedicated and altars set up for her, on
âccount of her manifest epiphanies" (Inschriften uon
Ephesos 24, lines 8-t4; 16z1163 or 1671164 cn). The
city here defines its own identity in relation to a cult that
has spread out from Ephesus all over the world. The Ro-
man authorities were happy to accept this view and in
this case to give official approval to â request from the
Ephesians to extend the festival of Artemis to a month
and to ban public business for this whole period. Civic
organization of religion thus continued within a Roman
political framework.

Marginøl cubs. A second area also points to the limits
of the polis model: areas where religious life existed in a

manner unregulated by and in some wâys in opposition
to civic religion. The most obvious example is provided
by the so-called Orphic sect. This movement created â

cosmology that was distinct from the dominant
Hesiodic cosmology and that was meaningful only for
members of the sect. The opening of the surviving text
is: "I shall sing to those who understand. Bar your ears,
you uninitiated." The Orphic cosmogony ascribes a key
role to Persephone as guardian of the underworld and to
Dionysus âs protector of mortals in this world. The
souls of the dead spend three hundred years in the un-
derworld and are then reborn, but attempt to escape the

cycle of death and rebirth through purification sacrifices

and the assistance of Persephone and Dionysus. This
view of the world is strikingly untraditional and is com-
pletely untrammeled by the institutions of the polis. In-
deed the Orphic principle of abstinence from eating ani-
mal flesh set Orphics in opposition to the dietary code of
the polis, which articulated the relationship between hu-
mans and gods through animal sacrifice and the eating
of sacrificial meat (see further Mysteries).

Ruler cub, The civic cults also provided the frame-
work within which cities and individuals perceived and
expressed the relationship between cities and ruling
power.'When Greek cities came under the dominance of
external rulers, whether Greek or Roman, they estab-

lished cults of those rulers, using as a template the exist-
ing cult of the gods. That is, the idiom used to honor
Hellenistic kings and Roman emperors was derived
from the traditional civic cults: temples, altars, priests,
sacrifices, and festivals. For example, after Athens had
fallen to the Macedonian Demetrius Poliorcetes (Be-
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sieger of Cities), the Athenians welcomed him in z9rl
29o Bcr.' with offerings of incense, crowns, and libations
and sang a processional hymn comparing Demetrius, a
name formed after the goddesst name, and Demeter, the
goddess:

For the greatest and dearest of the gods have come to
our city: here indeed the time [of the Eleusinian Mys-
teries] has brought together Demeter and Demetrius.
She comes to celebrate the solemn mysteries of the
Daughter [Persephone] but he, as is fitting for a god,
is here in gladness, fair and smiling. Something august
he seems, all his friends around him and he himself
âmong them, his friends the stars even as he is the sun.
O son of the most mighty god Poseidon and of Aph-
rodite, Hail! For other gods are either far âwây or
have not ears, or exist not, or heed us not at all, but
you we can see in very presence, not in wood and not
in stone, but for real. So we prây to you, first bring
peace, you most deâr. For you have the power.
(Athenaeus 6.2 5zf- 5 4al

Such language struck some later and perhaps some at
the time as "flatter¡" but we cannot dismiss it so sim-
ply. It shows not the decay of the old cults, but their
continuing ability to express the relationship of a Greek
city to the ruling power.

Such patterns of behavior continued under Rome. For
example, in one Macedonian town a local citizen volun-
teered to be priest ol Zets, Roma, and Augustus and

displayed amazing munificence in the monthly sacrifices

to Zeus and Augustus and in the feasts and games that
he put on for the citizens (SEG 35 no.744; r cr). Such

divine honors, whether to the ruler alone or to him in
association with the gods, formed a religious framework
for the new political order, a framework that permitted
subjects to represent external power in a manner famil-
iar to and therefore acceptable to themselves.
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Rome

Since Roman religion was neither a coherent nor a static

system, the relationship between religion and politics

was always fluid. According to tradition, Rome was
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Christianity

The earliest churches took root in polytheistic urban set-

tings. Polytheism permeated every aspect of life in the

cities of the Roman Empire, for religion wâs not simply
one sector of society. Sacrifices and prayers were made

at festivals, in gymnasia, ât the baths, at concerts, dur-
ing legislative meetings, in wartime, at peace treâties, ât

the sowing of crops, ât harvest, with the slaughter of an-

imals, at dinner parties, in homes, before childbirth, at

funerals, and at other times. For mainstream societ¡
polytheism defined the meaning of the world.

Early church members held views about deity that de-

viated from those of mainstream societ¡ and such views
had practical implications. Three particular factors are

especially relevant. One was early Christian teaching on
the use of power, for several early documents teach an

ethic of love for one's enemies and the renunciation of
force (e.g., Matt. 5.38-4B; Mark ro.45-48; Rom.
rz.r4-zr1' r Pet. 3.8-r3 ).

The second has to do with resources: most of the
saints had neither the money nor the status to serve in
public offices. Only members of the wealthiest elite fam-
ilies could afford the burden of political responsibilit¡
for officials volunteered their time and normally supple-
mented meager civic budgets from their own personal
wealth, Officials also benefited from their service, for
they were able to influence a wide range of policies (reg-

ulating such things as prices, wages, iabor, land use,

banking, citizenship, and local criminal justice systems)

in ways that enhanced their own fortunes and status.

Most early church members, however, did not have the
resources to break into this small group of elite leaders.

The third factor that separated the churches from po-
litical life was that government-like all aspects of
mainstream society-was under the aegis of the Greco-
Roman pantheon. In order to be involved in politics, a

church member would need to sacrifice to various dei-
ties who nourished or threatened human communities.
Even more reprehensible in the eyes of many church
members was the worship of Roman emperors and
members of their dynasties as deities. This phenome-
non-known today as "imperial çsl¡"-¡¡¡¿s a standard
feature of polytheism in the empire that troubled early
Christians. Most Christians (and Jews) considered it
blasphemous to offer sacrifice to humans, yet main-
stream sociery operated on the assumption that the em-
perors were related in some wây to the Olympian deities

by virtue of their accomplishments and authority. !7hen
Christians refused to worship the emperors, their refusal

was taken as ân act of sedition, a capital offense.

Because of these three factors-a nonviolent ethic' the

lack of elite resources, and the polytheism of public
life-the early churches tended to have a sectarian char-
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acter. As nonconformists, church members usually re-
mained on the margins of public life, and so they were
often more vulnerable than most people-to public ha-
rassment and political oppression.

Since the churches dissented from prevailing theories
about government and the divine realm, they had to de-

vise theories of their own. Most early churches agreed

that the Roman Empire could not claim divine ap-

proval, but our earliest church documents display sur-
prising variety in their assessments of Roman rule. The

extreme positions are exemplified by Revelation and
Luke-Acts. Revelation vilified the Roman Empire as the
summation of history's oppressive regimes, empowered
by Satan, bent on world domination, drunk on the
blood of the saints (Rev. rz-r3, r7-r9).The author
of Luke-Acts, on the other hand, sought a place for
the churches within the imperial system. The author
portrayed Roman officials in a positive light and
downplayed the role of Roman âuthoriry in the execu-

tions of Jesus and Paul. The âuthor also depicted the
early churches as an innocuous movement, composed of
law-abiding inhabitants who were falsely accused by

Jews and by Gentiles of disturbing the pax Romana.
Paul's Letter to the Româns and r Peter are neither so

pessimistic as Revelation nor as idealized as Luke-Acts
and so provide examples of how some, and perhaps
man¡ church members understood politics in the late
rst and early znd centuries. Both texts assert thât gov-

ernment is ordained by God to reward the righteous and
punish evildoers (Rom. rj.r-7i r Pet. z.r3-r4). Since

both of these authors knew that government did not
normally live up to these standards, further explanation
was in order. In both texts the problem is resolved es-

chatologicall¡ but with different nuances. For Paul, the
sufferings experienced by the churches-including gov-
ernmental oppression-characterized this evil age,

which would come to an end at the glorious revelation
of the children of God (Rom. 8.r8-39). The author of r
Peter, on the other hand, emphasized judgment ând
purification: in the churches' sufferings God was disci-
plining Godt own household as a prelude to judging the
disobedient world (r Pet. 4.rz-r9).

lWhile the political views of Romans and r Peter prob-
ably represented a moderate position among the
churches, these views were still deviant when compared
with the official discourse on politics and religion. In
public culture, the emperors and members of their fami-
lies were gods, worshiped as latter-day Olympians. So a

Roman governor such as Pliny the Younger (early znd
century ce) had little sympathy for Christians. Pliny
gathered information about the movement in Bithynia
by torturing two female slaves who were deaconesses,

but found no evidence of destructive practices. He âl-
lowed Christiâns to recant and win their freedom by
sacrificing to the gods and to the emperors and by curs-
ing Christ. Pliny decided, however, to execute Christians
who would not recant. "If they persist, I order them to
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the same military leaders who amassed unprecedented
political power also made unprecedented claims to
unique religious status. The dictator Sulla apparently
cultivated a special association with the goddess Venus,

who as the mother of Aeneas could be considered the di-
vine ancestor of the Roman people; Pompey topped him
by building an elaborate temple to Venus Victrix (Venus

of Victory); and Julius Caesar outstripped them both.
Playing up traditions that presented Aeneas's son Iulus
as the ancestor of the Julian famil¡ he dedicated ân even

more elaborate temple to Venus Genetrix (Venus the
Ancestress), thereby emphasizing his special descent

from the common forebear of the Roman people. In the
last years of his life, when he became the sole ruler of the
Roman world, Caesar seems to have explored an almost
bewildering variety of ways to associate himself with the
divine. Although some of his experiments apparently of-
fended the traditional elite of Rome, a large part of the
population seems to have received them with enthusi-
âsm.

Given the intimate association of religion and politics
in the Roman tradition, it was inevitable that the cre-

ation of a new form of government, centered on the fig-
ure whom we call the emperor, would have religious as

well as political aspects. Just as the old political forms of
the republic were not abolished but rather transformed
through the concentration of power in the hands of the
emperor, so too the old religious institutions remained
technically unaltered, although in practice the emperor
now dominated all the major priestly colleges. But the
prâctical significance of the old priesthoods rapidly
dwindled, and the new emphasis on personal connec-
tions between the emperor and the divine soon came to
dominate. The latter constitutes what is usually called
imperial cult, although this term can be somewhat mis-
leading. There was never â single organized cult of the
emperor, or a single set of rituals to honor him, or even a

single conception of his connection to the divine. In-
stead, the emperor's privileged relationship to the divine
wâs represented in a wide variety of ways.

In one key respect the emperors built on the Roman
tradition that political leaders were also responsible for
maintaining the good will of the gods: the emperor be-

came the intermediary þar excellence between the in-
habitants of the empire and the divine world. This con-
ception spread chiefly through depictions on reliefs and
coins of the emperor sacrificing to the gods. Although
there is little to suggest that the emperor was in actual
fact the "chief sacrificer" of the Roman Empire, the im-
age effectively represented one âspect of his position.
Conversel¡ because the emperor wâs so important for
the prosperity of the empire, it became increasingly
common for people to pnay, sacrifice, and make vows on
his behalf; in the Latin-speaking parts of the empire, the
formula "for the well-being of the emperor" became a
standard element in dedications to an extremely wide
range of deities. In other ways the emperors were them-

selves treated like gods. Emperors could, for example,
be depicted with the attributes of traditional deities such
as Jupiter; such representations evoked an association
berween the emperor and the god without defining it too
precisely. There were also priests of the emperors, rem-
ples of the emperors, and even sacriÊces to the emper-
ors. In all these respects, the emperor's unique connec-
tion to the divine was expressed through the
deployment of traditional cult practices, although usu-
ally with certain subtle adjustments ¡o maintain s6¡¡s
distinction between emperors and the traditional gods.

This close connection between the emperor and the
divine was crucial to the success of the Roman Empire.
It served not only to characterize the emperor's unique
status, but also to structure the hierarchical social rela-
tionships on which the effective functioning of the em-
pire depended. Particularly in the provinces, where di-
rect contact with the emperor was generally limited,
symbolic proximity by means of cult was an important
component of social and political status. The imperial
priesthoods attested in many cities of the empire were
prestigious local ofÊces. Moreover, in many provinces
an assembly of representatives met annually to celebrate

a festival for the emperor and elect a provincial priest;
this position was generally the capstone of a local politi-
cal career. Even wealthy freedmen, who were otherwise
normally excluded from public positions, could estab-
lish their standing through an association with imperial
cult.

Yet the symbolic importance of the emperor should
not be confused with his practical role in the religious
organization of the empire. Emperors could certainly
promote pârticular deities, as Julius Caesar had Venus,

and several ofthem did so, such as Elagabalus (zr8-zzl,
who declared his Syrian sun-god the supreme deity of
the empire, and Diocletian (2841o5), who adopted the

titles Jovius and Herculius for himself and his col-
leagues. But the effects of such promotions were gener-

ally limited and temporary. Actual cults, including those

of the emperor himself, continued to be locally estab-

lished as well as locally organized. It was not until the

promotion of Christianity by Constantine and his suc-

cessors that emperors had a direct and drastic effect on

the organization of religion. Indeed, the imperial pro-
motion of Christianity brought about a fundamental re-

structuring of the relationship berween religion and pol
itics in tLe Roman world: because Christians had

aheady developed their own hierarch¡ there came to

exist for the first time a powerful and officially recog-

nized religious authority that was distinct from secular

authority.
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